Combination Label
Order Form

Please allow two
weeks to receive
your labels from
the time we
receive your
order.

NOTE: NAFED’s Combo Label can be used for hydrotesting or for six-year maintenance requirements. It meets the size mandated by NFPA 10. However, last year
the DOT issued a written notification stating that simply including a company’s RIN, “S,” and punching out the month and year of service on Combo Labels or
Hydrotest Labels was NOT in compliance with their regulations; this Combo Label does NOT meet regulations for DOT specification cylinders being used as fire
extinguishers by companies that hold a RIN. To avoid confusion, NAFED has stopped including RIN and “S” on Combo Labels and Hydrotest Labels. There are two
options: use another label that is in compliance, or write to the DOT and ask for a variance from their requirements. Using NAFED’s new DOT Hydrotest Label
(which includes the letter “S”, a company’s RIN, and space to write the month and year of the test) will bring you into compliance with the DOT’s requirement. Visit
www.nafed.org/products to download an order form for NAFED’s DOT Hydrotest Label, or call (312) 461-9600 to have one faxed to you. NOTE: In order to be
compliant with DOT and NFPA 10 requirements, a DOT Hydrotest Label needs to be applied in addition to a standard NFPA 10–style Hydrotest Label or Combo Label.


(SHIPPING INFO)
Company Name
Main Contact
Shipping Address
(no P.O. boxes please)

City

State

Telephone

Zip/Postal

Fax

Email
(LABEL / PRINTING INFO)
1) Check one:

A)
B)
C)

NAFED member company?

 yes

 no

 New order—I’ve never ordered combo labels from NAFED before. (plate charge incurred)
 I’ve ordered combo labels from NAFED before, but I need to make a change(s) on them. (plate charge incurred)
 I’ve ordered combo labels from NAFED before, and I want them to be exactly the same as last time.

2) Special Instructions


If you checked “C” above, place a
sample of your last combo label here.

Type or print clearly how you want your company
information to appear on the label if:

you checked “A” above

you checked “B” above

you checked “C” above but don’t have a sample of the tag you

2015-2016-2017-2018

(If you don’t have a sample, see right.)

want reproduced

OR

(4 LINE MAXIMUM)

Example—Not to Scale
Plate charge will be incurred for new orders and orders with changes.


Total Quantity Ordered:
 Deferred

Internal Use Only

Date rec’d:

02/16

Batch date:

Proof needed?

Y

N

If you have questions, please contact NAFED at (312) 461-9600.

 Spreadsheet
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Combination Label
Order Form

Free shipping on
pre-paid orders!
(excludes COD orders)

Company Name

Combo Labels

Member Price
Per Thousand

Non-Member
Price
Per Thousand

(U.S. Dollars)

(U.S. Dollars)

2,000-4,000

$95.70

$108

5,000-9,000

$92.20

$103.95

10,000+

$90.25

$100.80

Pricing
Breaks

Combo Labels

Quantity
Ordered

Total Price

New or Revised Plate Charge
Must add if: 1) first-time NAFED order, OR
2) changes are being made to your previous order
(i.e. name change, address change)

$20 per plate

Set-Up Charge

All Orders

$15

$15 per order
Handling Charge

$10.95

Subtotal

Illinois companies only—add sales tax (10.25% of Subtotal)
Orders shipping to Canada and outside of the continental U.S.—add shipping fee (10% of Subtotal)

Total:

Payment Method
 CHECK ENCLOSED



$

COD

(payable to NAFED)



VISA



ACCOUNT NUMBER

SIGNATURE

MASTERCARD



AMEX

Please FAX or MAIL orders to:
NAFED
180 N. Wabash Ave., Ste. 401
Chicago, IL 60601
Tel (312) 461-9600
Fax (312) 461-0777

Website www.nafed.org

NAME ON CARD

EXPIRATION DATE

All orders require pre-payment unless COD. (COD not available outside of the continental U.S.; COD only available on orders under $1,000.)

02/16
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